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Two steps to save a life 

•

•
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•



" Push Hard and Fast! "



“
After



Hands-only CPR
training goals 



Hands-only CPR 
training goals 



When to call 9-1-1 



When to call 9-1-1 



9 1 1, what
is your

emergency?



"9-1-1, what is your emergency?" 



“911, what is your emergency?”
“What is the address?”
Are you the patient?
Is the patient conscious?
Is the patient breathing normally?
What is the patient’s age, roughly?
“What is your phone number?”

Questions you will be asked 



Questions you will be asked 

“911, what is your emergency?
“What is the address?”
“Are you the patient?”
“Is the patient conscious (or
awake)?”
“Is the patient breathing normally?”
“What is the patient’s age
roughly?”
“What is your phone number?”



Giving your address 
or location 



Giving your address or location 



1. STATE YOUR LANGUAGE, in English
2. INTERPRETER

SAY:
ntonese”

INSTEAD OF 

If you don’t speak English well 



If you don’t speak English wel



Interpreter services: 
A 3-way phone call 



Interpreter services: A 3-way phone call 



Is the patient conscious?



Is the patient conscious?



Gasping,
moaning,
snorting

Is the breathing normal?

NOT



Is the breathing normal?



How old is the patient 
roughly?



How old is the patient, roughly? 



CPR!

If a patient is unconscious
andnot breathing normally:



If a patient is unconscious and
not breathing normally, CPR!

Hands-only CPR training goals 



 How hands-only CPR works  



How hands-only CPR works 



How does CPR save lives? 



How does CPR save lives? 



Preparing for CPR 

1. Call 9-1-1! 

2. Assess
safe for you?

3. Prepare

Preparing for CPR 



Preparing for CPR 



Hands-only CPR steps 

The dispatcher will give you instructions!

5. hard and fast! 

Count out loud with the dispatcher

Hands-only CPR Steps 



Hands-only CPR steps 



Hand Position 

Place one 
hand on 
middle of 
chest, the 
second hand 
on top of the 
first

Right
between
the nipples 

Hand Position 



Hand position: 
Place one hand on middle of chest and 

the second hand on top of the first 



“ Push hard! " “ Push Hard!” 



“ Push hard” 



“ Push fast!” 



“Push fast





“Push hard and fast!” 



Don’t stop until help arrives 
and takes over! 



Don’t stop until help arrives 
and takes over! 

unlock the door 



Hands-only CPR training 



Hands-only CPR training 



Putting it all together 



caller dispatcher
interpreter

MEDICAL 
ADDRESS.

CONSCIOUS, BREATHING 
NORMALLY AGE?

PHONE NUMBER 



Take home materials
Evaluations
Certificates

Thanks!
Tell your friends about
what you have learned!

End of Course 



End of Course 
Take home materials: In the bags. Show each item and
explain its function). Offer to help students in filling
out their language and address on wallet cards if
desired. Provide extra wallet cards for family members.
Certificates Fill out certificates at the break and hand
them out at the end.

Thank your students for completing this important
training for themselves, their family, and their
community.
Have them tell their friends about the trainings.


